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My grandfather was a talented musician, inventor Methodist lay preacher, Pedophile, Satanist,
and high degree Freemason. He used his intellect and talents for evil. At 3 years old he had
access to me for 6 weeks while my mother was in hospital, during this time he tortured and
raped me to create personalities/identities which he could use at his and the his cults' pleasure.
This is my journey.Grandfather placed me on the top step of the cellar and shut the door. The
only comfort I received was the still and confident voice of a boy called Fred who said, “Don't be
scared Bebberly, I'm not afraid of the dark. You just go to sleep”. Days later, a light came on and
there in the doorway stood the overpowering figure of my grandfather.WE into I is an explicit
story that needs to be told to challenge the myths and misconceptions of childhood abuse that
leads to the coping mechanism of Dissociative Identity Disorder. Beverley invites you into her
private world where the reader is drawn into her journey of recovery. Born in South Australia. She
is an independent researcher with over 20 years experience in the Mental Health Sector,
including support worker and CEO of the Dissociative Identity Society of S.A. For 7 years. She
has presented at World and Australasian conferences. Receiving many awards for her services
to the sector.
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Beth.AnnaAPPENDIXAcknowledgementsPREFACEI met Beverley Searle through a mutual
friend, Kate Mitchell. Beverley was preparing to go to University, and having left school at 14,
some 30 years before, was nervous about writing assignments. I agreed to coach her and we
met about once a week for three years. After that we worked together in several ways – I studied
her course, we wrote letters and applied for grants for her work, we hung out together, friends.It
was hard coming to terms with her story. I spent my childhood at Roseworthy Agricultural
College, just 7 miles from Willaston where there was, she says, a paedophile ring that not only
raped and tortured children but murdered people. What’s more, her family name was the same
as another family we knew, people my family visited for tennis afternoons and time in their pool.
Could this respectable country town – on the edge of the city, now within it – really hold such
wickedness?I believed Beverley and continue to do so. She courageously remembered and
recorded the horrific incidents of her childhood and then used her own experience to devise a
visual approach to such suffering. It is based on the way the limbic brain experiences life. She
shaped her findings into a program which grew out of sufferings similar to hers. At the same
time, her theoretical knowledge grew. Her work was based on that of Judith Herman, John Read,



Van der Kolk, Ross and Assagioli. I heard of these people through Beverley when they were
considered dangerously radical. Now their work is seen as naming the truths of many people’s
lives.What Beverley found was the enormous cruelty which has been safely carried out on
women’s bodies. Safely, because the community believed it didn’t happen. When the evidence
was overwhelming, it is still the custom the blame the victim rather than identifying the lover of
pain. He is the sadist who hates women and children and can safely punish them while the
respectable world ignores their cries.I also read and contributed to the editing of the memoir
written by Beverley’s mother– “Where’s Jimmy now?” it is the story of a woman with 5 children
whose husband tried to kill her at least 3 times after sustained domestic violence. Like so many
women she suffered this in silence for the sake of the children. Finally she received assistance
from Sir Thomas Play ford, the Premier of SA at the time. The hatred and domination of women
was a family trait, yet Beverley’s grandfather was a lay preacher in the Methodist
Church.Through this book you will come to understand the power Beverley has brought to this
subject and these experiences. Her work continues to help people, particularly people who need
a sophisticated and thorough engagement with a therapist who believes them and supports their
freedom. Her work is quick and efficient. She knows that having to tell and re-tell the story is a
curse, requiring extra strength to relive the horrors of the past. Her case studies show the
achievements that this program can deliver.It is not an accident that the case studies are about
people who can’t afford therapy, who have to assess whether the therapist will believe them
before they tell their story, who have been medicated inappropriately and treated as sub-normal.
These are the effects of sustained child abuse, and these people have been ignored as beyond
help. Beverley changed their lives by giving them a life.Her work is fascinating and very
sophisticated. Beverley and her work are a triumph. In this book you will discover a remarkable
woman who has helped others escape to freedom. She took the path first.(Dr) Deborah
McCullloch AMAuthor’s NoteWhen I was 42 years old, I started to have frequent flashback
memories that were associated with the abuse that I suffered at the hands of my father, my
grandfather and my grandfather’s Organized Perpetrator Group (OPG). Initially, I thought I was
going crazy as I could see myself being abused through vivid pictures in my mind. I was from a
small country town, had lived what I thought was a good Christian life and I didn’t even know this
type of horrific abuse existed in the world, let alone that is had happened to me. I came to learn
that I had hundreds of different personalities that had been woven into my psyche – some had
been created by my grandfather to allow him to control and abuse me, others were formed by my
own mind to protect me from the horror and pain of the abuse I had endured throughout my
childhood.The extensive research I have conducted over many years has helped me to
understand that you are not born with multiple personalities. It is caused by life threatening
trauma/s to a very young child that has usually occurred before the age of seven. If these
personalities have not been formed as separate entities before the age of twelve, they can’t be
created after that age. It is in fact one of the most complex psychological disorders to treat and
requires practitioners who are experts in this branch of psychotherapy to work with patient/



clients who have developed this way of coping with their world. Multiple Personality Disorder
(MPD) – or Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) as it is now called – is a disorder which is more
prevalent in women than men, as women tend to dissociate to protect their emotional selves,
where men tend to repress their emotions. If woman begin to have memories, they tend to suffer
the full force of their emotions as they relive each aspect of their abuse. This provides a painful
but possible channel for healing. However if men begin to remember their abuse they are more
prone to become more dysfunctional in their lives as they are unable deal with the emotional
aspects of their recovery due to years of emotional repression.
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people who can’t afford therapy, who have to assess whether the therapist will believe them
before they tell their story, who have been medicated inappropriately and treated as sub-normal.
These are the effects of sustained child abuse, and these people have been ignored as beyond
help. Beverley changed their lives by giving them a life.Her work is fascinating and very
sophisticated. Beverley and her work are a triumph. In this book you will discover a remarkable
woman who has helped others escape to freedom. She took the path first.(Dr) Deborah
McCullloch AMAuthor’s NoteWhen I was 42 years old, I started to have frequent flashback
memories that were associated with the abuse that I suffered at the hands of my father, my
grandfather and my grandfather’s Organized Perpetrator Group (OPG). Initially, I thought I was
going crazy as I could see myself being abused through vivid pictures in my mind. I was from a
small country town, had lived what I thought was a good Christian life and I didn’t even know this
type of horrific abuse existed in the world, let alone that is had happened to me. I came to learn
that I had hundreds of different personalities that had been woven into my psyche – some had
been created by my grandfather to allow him to control and abuse me, others were formed by my
own mind to protect me from the horror and pain of the abuse I had endured throughout my
childhood.The extensive research I have conducted over many years has helped me to
understand that you are not born with multiple personalities. It is caused by life threatening
trauma/s to a very young child that has usually occurred before the age of seven. If these
personalities have not been formed as separate entities before the age of twelve, they can’t be
created after that age. It is in fact one of the most complex psychological disorders to treat and
requires practitioners who are experts in this branch of psychotherapy to work with patient/
clients who have developed this way of coping with their world. Multiple Personality Disorder
(MPD) – or Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) as it is now called – is a disorder which is more
prevalent in women than men, as women tend to dissociate to protect their emotional selves,
where men tend to repress their emotions. If woman begin to have memories, they tend to suffer
the full force of their emotions as they relive each aspect of their abuse. This provides a painful
but possible channel for healing. However if men begin to remember their abuse they are more
prone to become more dysfunctional in their lives as they are unable deal with the emotional
aspects of their recovery due to years of emotional repression.Throughout the initial stages of
my journey, I was told there was no such thing as a flashback memory of the type I was
experiencing. I couldn’t find a doctor, psychiatrist or psychologist who would assist me on my
journey to recovery. There are so many misdiagnoses around mental health. For instance there
is a 60-80% misdiagnosis rate in women with schizophrenia alone. It is my belief that many of
the misdiagnoses reflect a lack of knowledge in the psychiatric field in relation to DID. The
common belief is that mental illness is caused by a lack of chemicals in the brain, whereas the
idea of childhood trauma and the way in which DID develops as a coping mechanism is largely
overlooked.From the very beginning of my journey I was determined to be credible, and not be
seen as ‘that mad woman’. This led me to study at university for nine years whereI obtained my
Masters Degree, attended every seminar or conference on mental health that I could manage,



and to devise a gentle method to tackle the complexities of DID – my Forget Talking Therapy
(FTT). This methodology will be explored later in this book.However, while I seek to give my work
on FTT credibility, the most important reason this book has been written is to expose the abuses
of innocent children, and how child sexual abuse can continue to affect the victim into adulthood
in the most debilitating ways. When working with those who have suffered abuse we have to
repeat “They lied, they lied and they lied to you.”Children are told they wanted the sex, they are
told they asked for it, but their abusers have lied.It is these lies that need to be exposed and the
truth rewritten into the minds of victims of child abuse.This book is the story of my 15 year
journey, and how I turned We into I. For 15 years I worked, studied and researched to find an
answer to my own idiosyncrasies. I couldn’t look in mirrors or look people in the eye. Every time I
picked up a pen my handwriting was different, and whenever I went on a holiday I had to
reacquaint myself with my surroundings when I got home, as though I had just moved in. I also
had the habit of referring to always myself as ‘we’ without realizing why.When I first realised I had
been physically and sexually abused as a child, I was having flashbacks about snippets of the
abuse I experienced and in the process I realised I also had DID. I learned that the reason for
this is that the mind is a powerful tool, even for a little child, and how it had worked overtime to
try to protect me from the abuse I had endured. I also learned that my abusers had split my
personality into many parts to gain control of my body and mind. Once on this path, I found that
the lost time and personality quirks I thought were simple idiosyncrasies, were actually
symptoms that my abuse was being revealed.My abusers split my personality to control my
mind, and so I had no memory of my abuse until the age of forty one. This is why my story is
structured into two distinct parts ¬between what I thought of as a happy childhood, with a caring
and attentive mother who did her best to protect her children from an abusive, insolent and
absent father and what was really happening to me and my sister Evon when we visited our
grandfather’s farm.As an adult the abuse continued as my abusers still had control over me. I
don’t have all the memories of the abuse I suffered as an adult as my story remained split
between my journey to get well and the pieces of my life which were still being controlled by my
abusers. As you read my story you will see the treatments that worked, and those that didn’t; the
people who came into my life to help and left again, and those whoreplaced them; the
psychological emotional and physical turmoil I was experiencing, and the opinions of the
medical profession at the time about my condition.My journey from We into I is a personal
account of my road to recovery, as is the story of anyone who has been abused and struggled to
get well. DID, child sexual abuse, satanic ritual abuse, within Organised Perpetrator Groups and
incest, are not unique, but my story shows there is a way to recover from traumatic life events.If
this preface resonates with you or someone you are close to, please read this book to educate
yourself about mental health issues and DID in particular, and get the most appropriate
treatment to reclaim your life!Family TreeChangeTo change means to alter or shift-But is to alter
necessarily the best?To remain stable would give me a lift,And give this system calmness and
rest.I change, I shift, I alterWithout reason or plan;We are scared we will falterAs we rearrange



this clanWho am I today?Tom, Claude or KayeMultiple personnel we are,Our psyche damaged
far.My personality is split Into hundreds of pieces.I would like to hit Out at my perpetrators.I hate,
I hate, I hateWhat right did they have to change my fateTo violate that little girlWho only wanted
to dance and swirlTo be loved by a father-But to have sex, it’s ratherA violation of her trust;It
must stop, it must.All the little girls and boysThroughout the world how are they regarded?They
are not objects or toysTo be used, abused and discarded.To have trust and be protected with
love,To remain as innocent as a doveFrom these vile men and womenWho pour out their
venom.My personality is split Into hundreds of piecesI would like to hit Out at my
perpetrators.Poem by Pansey, 13 year old personality.How to read this bookBeing abused from
the time I was a very small child and into much of my adult life, I lived two lives for many years.
When I discussed this with my sister Evon, she agreed that we had both had two lives– our ‘cult
life’ where we were abused without our knowledge, and our ‘real life’ where we from children to
adults, got married, had children and raised our families.These two lives are the inspiration for
the format of this book, and as you read about my childhood and abuse you will read two distinct
parts; each one about the same time in my life. The black font represents the memories of my
childhood or my ‘real life’, the blue font is what was happening in my other life; the abuse I was
suffering, but had no knowledge of at the time.As I start my journey to get well you will still read
two distinct fonts for two reasons. When I started having flashbacks and remembering my abuse
as a child, I was still living two lives as my abuse continued into my adulthood. Secondly my
journey to get well was not an easy one. I had setbacks, I had hurdles and I had plenty of dark
times. So until we become I you will continue to read the book in a format that reflects these two
journeys concurrently. The black front outlines my ‘real life’, my successes and my discoveries,
and the blue font reflects the memories I acquired, my setbacks along the way, the different
losses I experienced and sometimes just about the knowledge I gained in hindsight.It is
important to note that the ‘flashbacks’ I had over a period of 10 years appeared from my many
created personalities, what they talked about to each other and their different behaviours. You
may ask yourself “How could she remember back to three weeks old?” This question is central
to my personal research which involves my studies about the function of the Limbic System. For
an understanding of the workings of the ‘Limbic system’ and the storage and retrieval of trauma
memories please go to www.forgettalkingtherapy.com and read the section titled “Your mind is
geared for survival”. A more in-depth explanation of the Limbic System is also outlined in a later
chapter in this book.PART ONE: THE CREATION OF WEMy MumMy mother Eileen Elizabeth
Searle was raised on a small farm outside of Ceduna, on South Australia’s west coast. Her
father, Mark Clifford Searle, died before she was born when her mother, Myrtle Bailey, was
already several months pregnant. Despite her distress at her husband’s death, Myrtle gave birth
to a healthy baby girl in May of 1918. However, this wasn’t enough to protect Eileen from regular
beatings and emotional abuse from her mother.Excerpt from ‘Where’s Jimmy Now?’ by Eileen
Searle:From my earliest memories mum was spanking us very severely and quite often. When I
was three, the boys next door used to smirk and say, “Our mum never spanks us; dad does.



Mothers don’t spank boys.” This was when I decided to call myself Jimmy because mothers
didn’t spank boys. I said firmly, “I am Jimmy now.” But it didn’t work, the spankings continued.
Still I was insistent. I must have been a strong-willed, determined little girl and ever hopeful, and I
became Jimmy from then on.[1]To escape her violent mother, my mother moved to Port Lincoln
where she acquired a job and made many new friends. In 1938 at 20 years old, my mother met
three young Port Lincoln boys; Clarrie Andrews, Jack Page and Doug Riggs. My mother went to
many local dances with these three young men, but it was Jack with whom she fell in love.
However, by 1939, Jack had enlisted in defense forces and was shipped off to war. She
promised to wait for him, but she never received any letters from her sweetheart.In Jack’s
absence, Doug saw an opportunity to help to mend my mother’s heartbreak. He began taking
my mother to dances and walked her home afterwards. Doug took their friendship very seriously
and expected my mother to reciprocate. He began to ask my mother to marry him and promised
to be good to her and not to neglect her like Jack who had mysteriously severed contact with
her. My mother continuedto refuse his proposals and she thought he had finally accepted her
answer as he appeared to be content for them to simply remain friends.Excerpt from ‘Where’s
Jimmy Now’:I thought that Doug had finally accepted that I was going to wait for Jack so, when
late one Sunday afternoon, he called and asked me to go for a walk along the beach saying, “I
just want to say goodbye,” I went with him thinking, “It might be a good idea to make it final.”He
seemed quite cheerful and suggested we call in and say hello to his friend. I knew Neil’s parents
so said okay as they were very friendly people. So I went with him quite willingly. The door wasn’t
locked so he opened it calling for Neil but as we went in he closed and locked the door behind
me. He grabbed me and pushed me down onto the floor. I struggled frantically but he was much
stronger.I was sobbing and in pain, furious with him and humiliated that he would treat me like
that, and he yelled at me the whole time: “Now you will have to marry me. I told all my friends that
we were going to be married. I won’t let you make a fool of me.” It was really frightening to be
treated so roughly. I felt so ashamed. When he opened the door I rushed out and ran home,
sobbing most of the way.I wouldn’t see him when he called, waiting anxiously to see if I was
pregnant. All my future hung on this. No matter what he said about me around the town that I
was easy, that I had had sex with him – if I was not pregnant I could outlive the gossip. Or I could
have left Port Lincoln as I had left Ceduna, and gone somewhere else to start again.But what if I
was pregnant! There was no abortion, and anyway I would never have an abortion, even though I
had been raped. The baby’s life was more important. But the baby could not have a respectable
life unless I was married. To grow up in Port Lincoln as illegitimate – that would be unthinkable.
He wouldn’t even get on the footy team. He would be teased every day at school. The girl he fell
in love with wouldn’t marry him.But I was pregnant. And I was afraid now that he wouldn’t marry
me. He agreed at once when I asked him to.We were married quietly by the Methodist minister in
Mrs Cooney’s house where Doug boarded. Mrs Cooney gave a small afternoon tea for Doug’s
mates who attended. I knew mum would refuse to come, saying it was too long a trip just for a
wedding, so I didn’t tell her for some time.There was an instant change in Doug’s behavior after



we married. He wouldn’t go dancing anymore and even tried to prevent me playing tennis, and I
soon discovered he wasn’t generous; in fact he was mean. I had made a big mistake by marrying
him, but the alternative seemed worse to me at the time. (Where’s Jimmy now?)In 1941 after my
oldest brother Cliff was born, my parents moved to Adelaide. My mother had her first
miscarriage after Cliff was born; three years later Evon was born in 1944, Brenton was born in
1945 and I was born the year after in 1946. After I was birth, mum had her second miscarriage,
but five months after that, in February 1948 Ann was born, which meant that the child my mother
had miscarried had been Ann’s twin.After seven years of childbearing, not to mention the
increased physical and emotional abuse from my father, my mother became quite weak and
unwell. However, she was a very enterprising woman and she continued to plant and tend to her
vegetable patch in the garden of our home and exchanged tea coupons with a neighbour to
obtain knitted babies clothes for her children.As the family grew up, my father continued to work
as a train driver and was often away for weeks at a time when he was scheduled to do the
country runs. As well, he neglected his obligation as a parent and often busied himself by visiting
his family or going to the races or trots with his mates.Trains were always a fascination to me and
when we moved to Woodlands Park, the train lines used to run right behind our house, so mum
built us special steps so we could all look over the fence as the trains went by. I watched with
curiosity wondering where all the passengers were going. Where they going to and exciting
place for the day and in contrast, why was I imprisoned behind a paling fence?Even though my
father made good money, he never gave enough housekeeping money to Mum, so life was a
daily struggle in order for her to make our lives as normal as possible.In time, Mum acquired a
Singer treadle sewing machine and she bought material on ‘special’, thus she was able to sew
nearly all our clothes. She also learned to knit and in this way made us lovely crafted jumpers,
cardigans and hats.Sadly for us all, we rarely left the house as Mum had no money for such
luxuries. Luckily, the greengrocer and butcher did the deliveries to the door so we could be
largely self sufficient from the outside world. As mum still reminds me, it would be as long as
three months before she would get past the front due to a lack of money.On December 7th, my
mother gave birth to me. I was nearly three weeks old when my grandparents visited over
Christmas and although it is difficult to believe, this was when my childhood abuse began.
Research substantiates that overt levels of trauma and abuse in children and infants can remain
in the child’s memory bank from very young ages.The first flashback I have is when my
grandfather tipped hot candle wax into my ears, I became “that baby who looked up at him in
shock to see his gloating”, and he must have seen my dissociative reaction and at that point and
realized he had access to a child who could split into other personalities. Later, I realized that
this personality was deaf. She was a very creative little one who would come out from within
when “others” could not cope with the screams and howling of the tortured sacrificial animals
and humans that were part of the Satanic Ritual practices of the Organized Perpetrator Group
who became the catalysts to our abuse.One of the most unfathomable memories was that my
own father began orally raping me at that time. During subsequent therapy as an adult, it was



revealed that I had developed 19 baby personalities to cope with this level of abuse. This was
how I became ‘We’. 2 months old and 16 months oldraped many
times Evon 4, Cliff 7, Ann 2 months, Me,Brenton3, my mother
made all our My paternal grandparentsMy paternal grandfather was Sydney Frank Riggs who
was a highly intelligent man. He a very powerful looking man who was over six foot tall and it was
always relayed to me that he was considered a handsome fellow. He was a Methodist lay
preacher, High Free Mason and a fitter and turner by trade who ran his own business and
designed among many things, overhead sprinklers for the hundreds of orchards where oranges,
apricots and other fruit trees grew.My grandfather was also a musician and played the trombone
in the Riggs Brass Band, which became the Gawler City Band, where he was the youngest ever
band leader. At Christmas time and Anzac Day, we would often watch him leading his brass
band down the main streets of Gawler and Adelaide. He was a man with whom we had had a lot
to be proud about. However, in stark contrast, Grandma Riggs was not a very bright woman and
was also slovenly, unkempt in appearance and quite plain in looks. She wore a wheat bag as an
apron and men’s shoes without socks. The house was always dirty, especially the kitchen, with
greasy dirty saucepans and dishes. Mum tells the story of sitting with Grandma having a cup of
tea. A fly fell into her cup and she carefully caught the fly, squeezed the tea out of it and placed
the then dead fly on her saucer; then drank the tea. Mum said she never ate or drank anything at
Grandma Rigg’s after that without washing everything first.I have few specific good memories of
my grandparents, but the part of me who remembers them as relatively “normal” only recalls
basic information about them such as that above. To his family and the people who knew him
well, my grandfather was known as the preacher with a bible in one hand and his penis in the
other. He was very promiscuous as he was known to have a pengeant for wife swapping and
there was more than one child in the district who was thought to have been fathered by him.Very
early in my parent’s marriage they had been staying with my father’s family in Willaston just
outside Gawler. My mother walked into a room and saw my grandfather passionately kissing
Connie, his eldest daughter. When my mother told my father what she had seen, he dismissed
this as just the way his family kissed each other. However, when Connie was 16 years old, she
went away with her mother and after three months they came back with a baby girl who the
named Elaine. At the timeit was common for a mother and daughter to go away if the daughter
had become pregnant, and then come back claiming the baby was the mother’s. While Elaine
was raised as Connie’s sister, it was common speculation in the town and the family that Connie
was actually Elaine’s mother.My grandmother was completely under grandpa’s control. She was
never able to voice an opinion and merely lived to slavishly follow grandpa’s orders. On reflection
it is evident that my grandfather could have used mind control techniques to control my
grandmother so she would maintain her submissive role in the evil life he perpetuatedAnother
child thought to have been fathered by my grandfather was Hubert Clift, who looked just like my
father, and whose family were good friends with my grandfather. Many people remarked on the
resemblance of Hubert C to the rest of my father’s family, even my mum’s mother would say “He



is just like Doug, it’s uncanny” every time she saw him. It is interesting to note, when I first met
him, Hubert was introduced as Brother C and was actually one of the earliest Jehovah’s
Witnesses in South Australia.Don’t be scared BebberleyMy younger sister Ann was born just
over a year after me and after the birth mum hemorrhaged badly. The nurses panicked and so
did mum. However her sister-in-law could only stay in town for a week to look after my brothers
and sister and I. Therefore, without the support of my father, mum checked out after seven days
and went home.All of the washing and cleaning had been left for her to do, and the chores took
ages because she was having cramps and needed to rest. For over a year her doctor had been
trying to get her to rest and relax and encouraged her to take a holiday away from her family or
she may never recover. The doctor also encouraged my father to get a housekeeper and he
refused. The only reason I can think of for this decision was his overt self centredness and lack
of regard for my mother or his children. Finally mum’s doctor organised a housekeeper to do the
cooking, cleaning and look after the family in lieu of my mother’s impending surgery and recover.
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